xcvi	Introduction: Part VI
25.  Story of the Twenty-fifth Statuette.   Vikrama Averts an
Astrological evil Omen
One time there came into Vikrama's assembly an astrologer, who
began to tell him about astronomical signs.1 When the king askt
him what the stars indicated for the immediate future, he was told
that there was to be a drought for 12 years,2 because Saturn was
about to pass thru the car of Rohim (vs 437 JR, BR; cf. vs 484 SR,).3
To prevent this, on the advice of the astrologer,4 the king undertook
offerings to the planets5 and vast gifts of benevolence, but still rain
did not come. The king was in great distress on this account. One
time a divine voice told him 6 that rain would fall if a man bearing the
3£ superior marks should be sacrificed.7 Thereupon the king started
to sacrifice himself; but the deity interfered, and granted his wish
that rain should fall.8
1. In MR he first gives the king a dissertation on virtue in general, which he says
is the cause of long life and prosperity. Cf. Note 3. 2. So clearly MR, BR, JR, sup-
ported by two vss of SR, whose prose text seems to indicate that the drought was to
last only for one year. 3. In JR the king demands how this can happen, in view of
the fact that the people of his land are all righteous, and he enumerates their virtues
in a list somewhat resembling that in MR above, see Note 1. 4. Advice not men-
tioned JR* 5. To Varuna and Indra BR; to the rain-god JR. 6. MR has a curious
variation on the following; the voice tells the king that the " wish-granting goddess "
whom he has propitiated will lend him her divine car and weapons, and with 'these
the king travels to the car of Rohini (an asterism in the sky) and obstructs by force
the irregular course of Saturn, who is appeased and agrees that there shall be no drought
in his land. There is, then, no attempt at self-sacrifice on the part of the king in MR.
7, To the wish-granting goddess SR (cf* note 6); to the 64 witches ("the flesh of a
man " is to be offered) BR; to Parjanya, the rain-god, JR. 8. In JR he wishes that
there shall be no more famine at all in his land; and the text adds that there is con-
sequently, even now, *e generally speaking," no famine in the land of Malava.
26. Story of the Twenty-sixth Statuette.   Vikrama and the Cow
that Grants every Wish (" Cow-of-wishes ")
Once as Indra sat in the assembly of the gods surrounded by all
his court,1 the gods of all sorts, gandharvas, apsarases, etc., Narada*
spoke in praise of Vikrama in such high terms that all were astonisht.
But the Cow of Wishes declared that there was nothing particularly
remarkable about the qualities attributed to Vikrama-8 Indra then
ordered her to go to earth and make trial of Vikrama's virtues. So
she went and took the form of a feeble earthly cow, and stood stuck

